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ABSTRACT 

The propagation of electromagnetic waves in the annular region of oil wells was studied. The present study aims to 
analyse the propagation attenuation along the well, as well as the input impedance determined by a source placed near 
the wellhead. A coaxial waveguide model was adopted with heterogeneous dielectrics and losses. First, a wave equation 
solution for the waveguide is presented, assuming a homogeneous medium with losses, by solving the equation in cy- 
lindrical coordinates using the vector potential technique. An uncertainty analysis model is then developed to model the 
heterogeneous characteristics of the medium. Monte Carlo simulations were performed with the created model using 
data gathered from the literature. The results of the simulations indicate that propagation in the transverse electromag- 
netic mode has the smallest attenuation and that for depths of up to 4000 m, there is an attenuation of less than 52 dB. 
Furthermore, the input impedance ranges from 10 Ω to 10 kΩ because of the uncertainties involved in the problem in 
question. 
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1. Introduction 

Oil wells today are extremely complex and demand very 
expensive maintenance [1]. Modern drilling techniques 
can reach a few kilometres in depth, and the costs of a 
floating platform at open sea can cost billions of Brazil- 
ian Reais. Thus, it is critical to determine the internal 
conditions of the well, and indicators such as temperature, 
pressure and salinity must be constantly monitored [2]. 

Reliable telemetry by cables is very difficult to obtain 
due to the extreme conditions of the internal environment 
of an oil extraction well. As an example, there is con- 
tinuous abrasion by sand and dirt that are carried by fluid 
flow. For this reason, the cables are periodically dam- 
aged and require replacements. Such replacements hinder 
the oil extraction process and, moreover, increase the 
costs due to the large amount of cables needed over the 
life of a single well. 

The most obvious alternative to cabling is the adoption 
of wireless telemetry. However, the amount of electricity 
required to power wireless communication is not practi- 
cal: power cables are needed because the use of batteries 
would lead to frequent maintenance, as they need to be 
recharged [1]. It is obvious, therefore, that the objective 
(and greater challenge) is to build a system without wires 
or batteries; that is, the downhole sensors must be pow- 

ered and communicate with the base without the use of 
cables. 

Several approaches are possible for wireless telemetry. 
One possibility would be the use of signal transmission 
techniques using a magnetic field [3]. In this method, a 
coil that is capable of inducing alternating current 
through the production pipe is used. This coil has suffi-
cient intensity to transmit both power and the signal itself 
between the sensor and the base [4]. Through a second 
coil positioned at the sensor location, it is possible to 
recover the signal and power needed to feed and produce 
bilateral communication. However, the technique has a 
weakness: the production tube is not a transformer core, 
i.e., it is not designed to minimise the magnetic flux 
losses. Its hollow characteristic confers much loss by 
parasitic Foucault currents concomitantly with hysteresis 
losses, the cause of which is due to the inadequacy of the 
production tube material for magnetic purposes [5]. 
Therefore, for long distances, on the order of 3000 m or 
more, the method is unfeasible. 

Another possible approach would be to analyse the oil 
well from the perspective of a coaxial propagation struc- 
ture, which is formed by a conductor tube with a perfect 
centre (production tube) and a cylindrical shell that is 
coaxial with the tube and is also a perfect conductor. This 
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approach makes it possible to conduct the analysis as it 
would be performed on a coaxial cable, and therefore, 
propagation occurs in the transverse electromagnetic 
mode [6]. This approach, however, has been studied 
without considering fluids of significant conductivity or 
possible uncertainties caused by temperature and electri- 
cal parameter variations of the fluid that fills the well. 

The modelling difficulty concerns the fluid that fills 
the well. This fluid is heterogeneous because it exhibits 
significant variation in electric permittivity along the 
well depth. Furthermore, the actual fluid concentration 
varies from well to well, and at times within the well 
itself, which is another source of heterogeneity. 

In this context, the present article proposes to study the 
electromagnetic propagation inside the annular area of oil 
wells. The goal is to develop a model that permits an 
approximation of the behaviour of the TEM propagation 
mode in the coaxial structure with losses and the previ- 
ously cited heterogeneous characteristics. The first step is 
the deduction of the electric and magnetic field equations 
within the well, assuming a typical well structure. There- 
after, statistical models of the parameters that compose 
the medium are developed, considering their temperature 
variations and propagation frequency. Finally, the study 
uses Monte Carlo analysis to illustrate how the propaga- 
tion attenuation behaves and to analyse the input imped- 
ance of the coaxial waveguide as a function of position. 

2. Modelling  

2.1. Well Definition 

The well will be modelled according to Figure 1. This  
 

 

Figure 1. Adopted well structure. A semi-infinite well is 
assumed and is formed by two concentric cylinders and a 
metal block covering the top of the waveguide. 

figure depicts a coaxial guide bounded by perfect con- 
ductor metals with a homogeneous dielectric and losses. 
The upper extremity is completely closed by a perfect 
conductor metal to model the valve and metal duct as- 
sembly present in a wellhead. The bottom of the well is 
composed of concrete; however, this fact is neglected, 
and the well is assumed to behave as a semi-infinite 
waveguide. 

2.2. Deduction of the Propagation Equations 

Modelling is performed using Maxwell’s equations and 
the concept of vector potentials. The Maxwell’s equa- 
tions used are Equations (1) and (2): 

i j   E M B           (1) 

i e j     H J E E        (2) 

The real number constant    is the real part of the 
complex electrical permittivity of the medium. Further- 
more, the complex constant σe is called effective conduc- 
tivity and it represents the linear relation of conduction 
current and electric field on the medium. 

Consider a medium with no source of magnetic charge 
 0 B . Because 0  , the curl of A can be 
defined as  

   A B H               (3) 

Substituting 3 in 1 and considering Mi = 0 (Induced 
magnetic flux equal to zero), we obtain: 

j  E A              (4) 

Or: 

  0j  E A              (5) 

Since 0  , an electric scalar potential ge can be 
defined such that: 

ej g  E A              (6) 

Applying the identity   2      in Equa- 
tion (3) and using Equation (2), we obtain: 

 

2  

i e e

e s
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A A

J A      (7) 

In Equation (7), the parameter σe is the effective con- 
ductivity of the medium, while σs represents the static 
conductivity, that is, the conductivity when frequency is 
zero. At this moment, we are in a position to define 
  A . To simplify Equation (7), we use the gauge: 

2

eg
j




   A              (8) 

where  2
1 ej j       is the complex constant of 

propagation of the medium. This step simplifies the 
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equation for the electrical potential, resulting in: 
2

i
2    A J A             (9) 

For homogeneous media, Equation (9), when solved, 
determines the electric vector potential in the medium, 
which can be used to obtain the equation for the electric 
field as a function of the electric vector potential: 

2

j
j

 


  E A A           (10) 

We seek the solution in transverse electromagnetic 
mode (TEM), which is generated using z zâ AA  with 
the restriction Ez = 0, which leads to the following fields 
in cylindrical coordinates: 

 1
1

sinh
j

E
 z
 


A

          (11) 

 1

1
cosh H z 

 
 

A
          (12) 

   jj e
2

1           (13) 

Note that because EΦ = Ez = 0, the boundary condi-
tions that require a null tangential component in the 
metal extremities are already met. As the well has a 
metal structure at one of the extremities, one must also 
ensure that Eρ (z = 0) = 0. Note, however, that this condi- 
tion is also already guaranteed. 

The above solution represents a propagation model in 
TEM mode in a coaxial medium with losses inherent to 
the medium inside. However, it is important to remember 
that the solution was obtained by assuming a homogene- 
ous propagation medium. 

2.3. Statistical Modelling of the Medium  
Constituent Parameters 

The propagation medium in the well consists of an oil- 
based dielectric fluid composed of water, oil and salts 
(typically CaCl2) [7]. This fluid is the centre of all elec- 
tromagnetic propagation, and therefore, its electrical 
characteristics must be examined in detail. A study over 
the range of 1 MHz to 100 MHz was previously conduct- 
ed [7], revealing significantly variable behaviour based 
on the chemical composition of the fluid. 

To model the variation of conductivity with frequency, 
the effective conductivity concept is applied [8] using the 
following formula: 

e s                   (14) 

From the experimental curves obtained in [8], the pa- 
rameters s  and   can be calculated using a least 
squares method.  

An analogous model can be created to model the 
variation in frequency of the real relative permittivity 

with the frequency. With  

s                    (15) 

and using the experimental curves in [8], it is possible to 
estimate the parameters and  using a least squares 
approach. 



In addition to the variation in frequency, variation in 
the medium s  constituent parameter can also be ob- 
served in temperature. Such variation cannot be neglect- 
ed because inside a 5000 m deep well, it is impossible to 
ensure that the temperature is uniform along its entire 
length. This fact, therefore, characterises non-homoge- 
neity along the z direction. 

To circumvent the situation, a model that assumes an 
average temperature in the medium is adopted. This tem- 
perature, in turn, is considered constant throughout the 
well, which implies a homogeneous medium. Thus, the 
influence of the variation of this average temperature on 
signal propagation in the well can be analysed, assuming 
a valid range of average temperatures. 

Mathematically, a coefficient of correction in temper- 
ature is defined as the ratio between the temperature 
value in question and the value of the reference tempera- 
ture, here defined as 25˚C. Thus, 

 
 25 C
e

e

 






               (16) 

2
1 2a a   3a               (17) 

 25 Ce e                (18) 

The quadratic form was selected to present the best 
interpolating results using the experimental data from 
[8]. 

Similarly, there is increasing variation in the relative 
permittivity according to the temperature, as demon- 
strated by [7]. Again, it is used a quadratic model similar 
to the effective conductivity variation in temperature: 

 
 25 C

 






 

             (19) 

2
1 2a a   3a             (20) 

 25 C                 (21) 

3. Experiments and Results 

In all the experiments, a well with a length of 5000 m, an 
inner radius of 0.05 m and an outer radius of 0.1 m is 
assumed. All the Monte Carlo analyses were conducted 
with at least 1 million samples. The objective of the ex- 
periments was to obtain graphs and numerical values for 
the input impedance of the “oil well” waveguide and to 
analyse the propagation loss in the medium for 5000 m 
of depth. 
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All analyses were conducted over the range of 1 MHz 
to 100 MHz. For the other free parameters, the modelling 
used random variables whose distribution was selected to 
reflect their most common values. Table 1 summarises 
the values selected for each free parameter of the previ- 
ously described model and their respective distributions. 
For simplicity, when the random variable has simple and 
obvious domain restrictions, a uniform distribution was 
selected; otherwise, a normal distribution was used. Fur- 
thermore, statistical independence was assumed between 
the variables. 

First, an experiment was conducted to calculate the at- 
tenuation in the well. The attenuation is directly depend- 
ent on the real part of the constant of propagation, whose 
square is defined as  2

1 ej j      . 
The models proposed in Section 2.3 were used for the 

conductivity and electric permittivity, and the relative 
magnetic permeability was assumed to be equal to 1. 

The Figure 2 presents a boxplot of the constant of at- 
tenuation for the various frequencies between 1 and 100 
MHz. Values that appear in the graph as outliers are from 
highly unlikely combinations of the random variables of 
the problem and are most likely not physically feasible 
and, therefore, must be disregarded. The height of the 
boxes represents the range of values most likely to be 
observed, and its average point is a good approximation 
of the average. The boxplot of Figure 3 demonstrates 
that the attenuation constant increases with an increase in 
frequency, as expected. Furthermore, note that the devia- 
tion of the coefficient increases with the elevation of the 
propagation frequency, which makes the system design 
even more difficult. Thus, it is clear that lower frequent- 
cies are desirable from the point of view of signal at- 
tenuation. 
 
Table 1. Random variables used for modelling uncertainties. 
For simplicity, when the random variable has simple and 
obvious domain restrictions, a uniform distribution was 
selected; otherwise, a normal distribution was used. 

Variable Average/a Deviation/b Distribution

σs (S/m) 0 4.0 × 10–5 Uniform 

εs (F/m) 3 12 Uniform 

ε'’ (F/m) 1.0 × 10–13 3.0 × 10–12 Uniform 

k (F/Hz·m) 2.5 × 10–9 5.0 × 10–10 Normal 

θmed (˚C) 40 5 Normal 

a1 (permissivity) 9.0 × 10–4 2.0 × 10–4 Normal 

a2 (permissivity) –3.0 × 10–12 6.0 × 10–3 Normal 

a3 (permissivity) 1.2 0.1 Normal 

a1 (permissivity) 1.0 × 10–5 2.0 × 10–6 Normal 

a2 (permissivity) 0.0 5.0 × 10–4 Normal 

a3(permissivity) 1.0 1.0 × 10–2 Normal 

Using the TEM mode equations presented in Equation 
(2), it is clear that the wave propagating in the direction 
of the bottom of the well has power attenuation given by 

 2 2expA L . Using the statistical analysis of the co- 
efficient of attenuation, Table 2 was generated. 

The values from the table represent the upper limit of 
attenuation for 95% of the cases. Thus, for example, for a 
depth of 1000 m, P (A ≤ 13 dB) = 0.95. The results pre- 
sented in Table 2 do not agree with the propagation for L 
= 5000 m of depth because of the high-energy attenua- 
tion (130.3 dB). However, it is essential to note that the 
table represents an upper limit of attenuation, taking 95% 
of the possible combinations of propagation medium and 
an average temperature. Moreover, as the table demon- 
strates, propagations up to 2000 m depth are highly ac- 
ceptable, as an attenuation of up to 52.1 dB is observed 
in current communication technology. Even at greater 
depths, the possibility of communication cannot be ex- 
cluded. 

The second experiment was performed to analyse the 
input impedance of the coaxial waveguide as a function 
of the excitation source position. The experiment was 
conducted at 1 MHz. 

Setting the impedance at any point as the ratio 
H  , we obtain 

 0 1tanhZ Z z               (22) 

0L z                   (23) 

0
1

j
Z




                  (24) 

The position selected for analysis was at 1 4  wave- 
length from the wellhead, that is, 4Z  . However, 
the wavelength itself is a random variable because 

2 π    and  Im   is a random variable. 
Monte Carlo analysis revealed that   varies between 
90 m and 170 m for 90% of the cases, leading to the se-
lection of position   90Z 17  0 1 2 4 32.5 m.  
 
Table 1. Estimated attenuation of electromagnectic waves 
propagating in the annular region of the well. 

L (m) Electric field attenuation (dB) Power attenuation (dB)

1000 13.0 26.1 

2000 26.1 52.1 

3000 39.1 78.2 

4000 52.1 104.2 

5000 65.1 130.3 

6000 78.2 156.3 

7000 91.2 182.4 
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Figure 2. Boxplot of relative permittivity as a function of frequency. The horizontal axis represent the frequency of propaga-
tion in MHz, while the vertical axis represent the actual value of the electrical permittivity. 
 

 

Figure 3. Boxplot of attenuation constant as a function of frequency. 
 

Using Monte Carlo analysis again, it can be observed 
in Figure 4 that the input resistance (real part of the im- 
pedance) of the system exhibits great variation, ranging 
from 10 Ω to 1.0 kΩ for 90% of the cases. This variation 
is due to the variation of the relative permittivity in the 
medium. Therefore, it is necessary to design a generator 
circuit that provides a good match for a wide range of 
input impedances, i.e., the generator/receiver circuit must 
lose as little power as possible by reflection. 

pagation attenuation. 
To quantify the well behaviour with respect to elec- 

tromagnetic propagation, a coaxial waveguide model was 
developed, modelling the wellhead as a metal cap that 
completely closes one extremity of the waveguide. First, 
we solved the wave equation for a homogeneous cylin- 
drical coaxial waveguide, resulting in an analytical mo- 
del. Then, an uncertainty model was adopted to appro- 
ximate the heterogeneous and imprecise characteristics 
of the fluid that functions as a dielectric inside the well. 

Using this model, two experiments were developed, 
both by simulation. The first aimed at analysing the input 
impedance observed by a source positioned at 1/4 of the 
wavelength from the wellhead, while the other aimed at 
analysing the attenuation as a function of length or well 
depth. 

4. Conclusions 

The present study focused on analysis of the electro- 
magnetic propagation inside the annular area of oil wells, 
assuming the interior medium is composed of dielectrics 
with significant conductivity. The well behaviour was 
evaluated with respect to the input impedance and pro-  Due to the uncertainties present, the input impedance  
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Figure 4. Empirical cumulative distribution function of the well input resistance in TEM mode at 1/4 wavelength from well 
head. The horizontal axis show the log on base 10 of the value of input resistance in Ohms, while the vertical axis show the 
cumulative distribution function value. 
 
was observed to vary from 10 Ω to 1 kΩ for the fre- 
quency of 1 MHz. The conclusion was obtained by 
Monte Carlo simulation and was applied to the expres- 
sion derived for the waveguide input impedance. 

By performing the attenuation analysis, it was con- 
cluded that for 95% of the cases, the constant of attenua- 
tion in TEM mode is less than  Np/m for a 
frequency of 1 MHz. The power attenuation at 4000 m 
depth was also observed to be approximately 100 dB for 
the same frequency of 1 MHz, with 95% probability. 
Although 100 dB appears to be a large attenuation, most 
wells in operation are between 1000 m and 2000 m in 
length, and the attenuation is much lower at these depths. 

40.8 10
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